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Devialet Dione is Devialet’s acoustic engineering applied
to home cinema: a high-end, all-in-one Dolby Atmos®
5.1.2 soundbar that elevates all contents on your
television.<br>Seventeen autonomous high-end drivers
deliver dynamic midrange and crystal-clear treble, while
eight built-in SAM®-powered subwoofers remove any
need for additional equipment, making Devialet Dione a
truly all-in-one soundbar.

Strikingly Discreet
With the best performance-to-thinness ratio, Devialet Dione stands out in both design and sound quality, and blends in
when the action begins. And its sleek central ORB® is a nod to Phantom's signature aesthetic.

Devialet Dione is all you need.
External subwoofer? No need to add what’s already built in. Devialet Dione soundbar boasts eight internal subwoofers,
the highest on the market, making it a true all-in-one sound system.

Devialet Dione 8x high-excursion subwoofers are custom-designed to deliver powerful and deep low-frequency effects
with improved sound wave directivity to greatly enhance bass restitution and immersion.

More is more
Devialet Dione soundbar is powered by a 17 high-end drivers array in a 5.1.2 surround-channel configuration boasting
five ground channels, a subwoofer channel, and two upper/ceiling channels.

With more drivers than a traditional soundbar, Devialet Dione delivers room-filling sound with rich bass, clear medium,
and precise treble. In other words, sound that plunges you into the scene.

Enjoy sound that goes above and beyond.
The Devialet Dione soundbar is Dolby Atmos-enabled, allowing it to provide a uniquely immersive, 5.1.2 surround
viewing experience.

SPACE™ ensures an immersive and enveloping sound experience. The proprietary technology actively
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upscales any stereo-encoded 2.0 signal into a 5.1.2, no matter what you are viewing. In other words, your visual may
be straight ahead, but your sound is coming from all around you.

The Adaptability Gene
State-of-the-art sound engineering made simple. Devialet Dione intelligently adapts to each room to provide the best
experience, whatever content you are watching.

Whether wall-mounted or placed on a piece of furniture, Devialet Dione harnesses its room calibration technology to fill
your space with pristine sound, no matter your preferred set-up, audio modes, and equalization.

Devialet Intelligence Processor
The Devialet Intelligence Processor combines Devialet's amplification and signal processing technologies (ADH®,
SAM®, Magic Wire, Class A, DAC) into a single, one-square-centimeter System on a Chip (SoC), custom-designed for
optimal efficiency.

Adaptive Volume Level™
Devialet's Adaptive Volume Level (AVL™) technology is Devialet Dione’s dynamic equalizer. It harmonizes sound
levels adapted to each content, in real time, for a more enjoyable listening experience. An action packed scene
coupled with wispering dialogue? You won't miss a single detail.

Music from anywhere, anytime
Devialet Dione is compatible with Bluetooth®, AirPlay 2, and Spotify Connect. It can also be connected to your TV via
HDMI® or TOSLINK optical input for any digital music source. And when combined with SPACE™ technology, your
music is spacialized and delivered in enveloping 3D.

Up your streaming.
With Devialet Dione soundbar, immerse yourself into your favorite movies or series on Netflix, Prime Video, Disney+,
or Apple TV+. Equipped with SPACE™ technology, stereo movies are spatialized to render 5.1.2 audio and efficiently
use Devialet Dione's 3D sound capabilities.

What's in the box

    •  Devialet Dione soundbar
    •  1x High Speed HDMI cable
    •  1x TOSLINK Optical cable
    •  1x Power cable
    •  Documentation
    •  Wall-mount guide & accessories

Specs

Product Attributes

Speaker specifications

Woofers: 8x Aluminium long-throw
subwoofers

EAN: 3663424014038

Manufacturer number: LH929

Product weight: 11.0 kilograms
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Full-range elements: 9x Full-range aluminium drivers

Total effect: 950

Maximum sound level: 101 dB SPL at 1 meter

Frequency response: 24-21000

Audio Inputs, Codecs & Formats

Audio inputs: HDMI (eARC)
Optical
Wifi
Bluetooth
Ethernet

Bluetooth version: 5

Music streaming services: Spotify

Wifi: Wifi 2.4GHz/5GHz

Dimensions and Weight

Product height: 8.8

Product width: 120

Product length: 16.5

Product weight: 12

Control Methods

Controls: On Device
Remote Control
App Controlled

Controller app: Apple Airplay 2
Proprietary App
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